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With its clear and engaging writing, essential coverage and analysis, and substantive discussion of

case law, this is a popular and comprehensive introduction to the law of journalism and mass

communication. It includes: * Photos and feature boxes, as well as a marginal glossary of legal

terms and concepts * Hypothetical cases which start each chapter and are then followed by a

timeline showing landmark cases in context. * Real World Law boxes illustrating contemporary

examples and emerging topics * Points of Law boxes underlining key points and legal tests. * A

student companion website to help aid review and study.
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If anything, students like this book even more than I do. I have taught from this text since 2010 in

undergraduate and graduate-level communication and media programs. This book adapts the

technicalities of media law to be useful for the media professional. Most other media law textbooks

are either legalistic treatises more appropriate for training lawyers, or collections of topics for debate

that reduce the law to a student's opinion. This text avoids both extremes. It is written in clear yet

precise language, well organized, and replete with real-world examples.The case excerpts are

especially helpful. Students can read the actual language of key cases without having to buy a

separate casebook or slog through entire decisions online.I typically accompany this text with

Weston, Rulebook for Arguments by Weston, Anthony 4th (fourth) Revised Edition (2009), and

Farber and Sherry, Judgment Calls: Principle and Politics in Constitutional Law. I also incorporate

information from Parkinson and Parkinson, Public Relations Law: A Supplemental Text (Lea's

Communication), and my own compilation of primary-source excerpts (available at



AndrewPritchard.net/blog/teaching-experience/teaching-resources).

A very useful book! I took it for my Media Law class at ASU's Walter Cronkite school and it's a really

informative book. It explains things in a very easy-to-understand way, which I appreciated, as I had

no background in law knowledge at all.

Only bought this because it was a course requirement. The text lacks proper case citation

throughout, making it difficult for us to deliver the amazing detail required by our instructor. Very

expensive, as well.

save $100 and get the 3rd edition. You cant even rent the Kindle version. Just another publisher

making minor changes to get more college kids cash.

Price was great. Under $10. Book has a broken spine, pages are falling out, it's written in, cover and

edges show normal wear. Some pages folded in

Great book! The condition of the book was perfect too.
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